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A scientific approach to single-family rentals 
We harness decades of professional experience, proprietary data, and cutting-edge technology designed to deliver superior returns for SFR investors.

Learn MoreLearn More


5T
SFR opportunity (US)*
14M
SFR homes (US)*
10M
SFR owners (US)*


Why Roofstock
Our experience, available as a service

	Acquisitions
Build your SFR portfolio with Roofstock’s expert buy-box analysis, off-market sourcing, underwriting technology, and executional support.

AcquisitionsAcquisitions

3B
Acquisitions volume

	Property Management
Institutional property owners see improved financial performance and streamlined operations with Roofstock’s property management and PM oversight services.

Property ManagementProperty Management

25K
Homes managed (since 2015)

	Asset Management
Gain insights into existing property management operations with the help of detailed financial reporting, forecasting, and accounting practices that meet lender requirements.

Asset ManagementAsset Management

3B
Asset management volume (since 2015)

	Dispositions
Take a data-driven approach to selective selling or full portfolio liquidation with analysis and disposition services built to serve today’s demanding SFR owners.

DispositionsDispositions

18K
Homes sold (since 2015)


Acquisitions
Property Management
Asset Management
Dispositions
Roofstock Platform
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Roofstock is a data, analytics, and investment platform focused on the single-family rental sector (SFR). Our real estate investing as a service model allows investors of all sizes to leverage on-demand technology and services to acquire, manage, and sell rental properties at scale with more precision, speed, and efficiency than traditional methods.





Investment Solutions
Diversify your portfolio strategy with SFR

[image: Patio of a home with string lights]
Roofstock’s Capital Management team offers institutional investors multiple ways to access the SFR asset class.

Investors can structure a separately managed account or consider deploying capital directly into available Roofstock-managed funds to pursue a desired strategy.

Learn MoreLearn More


Single-Family Rentals
Why SFR, why now?
[image: Graph showing home price and rent grown vs. inflation]
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Historically, home price and rent growth have outpaced inflation


	


Total returns from SFR higher than nearly all RE property sectors since 2016


	


Inventory imbalance as single family housing stock has been undersupplied for over a decade



[image: Home in the forest with lights on and garage]
*Based on Roofstock proprietary data and analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data (November 2023).

Contact
Ready to get started with Roofstock?
Get In TouchGet In Touch
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Disclosure: This material is for informational and educational purposes only. It is not real estate, investment, or financial planning advice. Roofstock is not your advisor or agent unless expressly specified by Roofstock Realty, LLC. Please consult your own experts for advice in these areas. The information is derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources Roofstock believes reliable, is subject to change, and is not guaranteed to be current, accurate, or complete. Roofstock strives to provide a wide array of services to investors, including services from partners that provide financial services, real estate brokerage, and property management services. These partners do not represent all available options, and Roofstock does not guarantee their services. Some of these partners may compensate Roofstock for customer referrals.



